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For an even X, this becomes 

a — OL<L + #4 — • • • = 1. 

For any X, there is a\ — a3 + OJ6 — • • • = 0. When X is odd, 
then — a + OL% — a\ + • • • = 1. When n is odd, say n = 2X 
+ 1, then a — «2 + «4 ~ • • • = 0, and a% — az + «5 — • • • 
= 1, when X is odd; — ai + a3 — as + • • • = 1, when X is 
even. 

We shall, in particular, consider the case where (15) has 
the form 
(16) wn — v2k • un~2k = 0, 

in which n and A must both be either even or odd in order that 
(16) may reduce to (14) for u = — 1, v = — *i. 

After a rather complicated process of elimination the car
tesian equation of this special class of curves with the nth. 
roots of unity as foci becomes 

(2k)2k 

Kli) X V ~ \ l) nn . (n-2k)2k-n' 

which is an n-ic. For n = 3, k = 1, we get the cubic 
hyperbola xy2 = — 4/27. The condition for a proper n-ic 
in (17) is evidently n — 2k ^ 1, n ^ 3. 
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§ 1. The equation of any circle can be written 

(1) kS- a2 = 0, 

where S = 0 is the equation of the absolute, and 

a = lx + my + nz = 0 

is the equation of the axis, the center being the absolute polar 
of this line. 
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If the circle belongs to a one-parameter system, the coeffi
cients k, l, m, n will be functions of the single parameter X. 
The degree of the system is the number of circles which pass 
through a given point, and its class is the number of circles 
which touch a given straight line. 

If 
8 = a0x

2 + . . . + 2 f0yz + • • • s (%) 2 = 0, 

S s A0e + • • • + 2Fovï + • • • = (Sfô2 = 0 

represent the point and line equations of the absolute, the 
line equation of the circle (1) is 

(2) kX - (b0n
2 + c0m

2 - 2f0mri)£2 - • • • 

+ 2( fol2 + a0mn — h0nl — golm)r)Ç + • • • = 0, 

which may also be written 

{(2$)2 - M0}2 - {2(i« + #m + Gn)Ç}2 = 0. 

The system of circles will be of the first degree only if l, m, n 
are constant, and k = (a\ + b)/(c\ + d) ; it is then also of 
the first class. Hence the only linear system of circles is a 
concentric system. 

§ 2. If l, m, n are of degree r in X, while k is of degree 2r 
or 2r + 1, the system is of degree 2r or 2r + 1 respectively, 
and its class is also 2r or 2r + 1. Hence the degree and class 
are in general the same. 

§ 3. We shall confine our attention now to a quadratic 
system. The most general form may be written 

(3) (p\2 + 2q\ + r)S - (Xce + /3)2 = 0, 

where a and /3 represent distinct fixed lines, and p, q, r are 
given constants. If the lines a and /? coincide, the equation 
of the system reduces to 

(pX2 + 2gX + r)S - (X + k)2a2 = 0. 

For all values of X this represents a system of circles with axis 
a, i. e., a concentric system. Though apparently a quadratic 
system, it is really linear, for two values of X correspond to 
each circle. 
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The lines a and j8 may be replaced by any two distinct 
lines through their point of intersection without in any way 
altering the system; they might, for example, be the tangents 
to S, or a pair of conjugate lines with regard to S. 

The axes of the circles form a pencil of lines \a + j8 = 0 
through the fixed point A = (ce/3), and the centers are collinear 
on the line a, the absolute polar of A. 

§ 4. Envelope of the system. Writing the equation (3) in the 
form 

\2(pS - a2) + 2\(qS - aj8) + (rS - /32) = 0, 

the equation of the envelope is 

(qS - a(3)2 - (pS - a2)(rS - (32) = 0, 
i.e., 

(q2 - pr)82 + (ra2 + p(32 - 2qa(3)S = 0. 

Hence the envelope consists of the absolute S and a conic 

(4) j£ s (pr - g2)S - (ra2 - 2gceiS + p/32) = 0. 

The equation (3) may be written in the form 

(5) (p\2 + 2q\ + r)K + {(q\ + r)a - (pX + q)P)2 = 0, 

which shows that every circle of the system has double contact 
with the conic K, and the chords of contact all pass through A. 

§ 5. Limiting lines. In general there are two circles of the 
system which degenerate to coincident lines, limiting lines. 
The values of X are the roots of the equation p\2 + 2q\ + r = 0, 
and the two lines are ra2 — 2qa/3 + p/32 = 0. These form a 
pair of common chords of 8 and the conic envelope K, i. e., 
a pair of focal lines of K. Their point of intersection A = (afi) 
is therefore a center of K, and its absolute polar a is an axis 
of K. Hence the line of centers of the circles is one of the axes 
of the conic envelope, and the point of concurrence of the axes of 
the circles is the corresponding center of the conic envelope. 

The two limiting lines are a pair of focal lines of K; the centers 
of these two degenerate circles are a pair of director points of K. 

§ 6. The pairs of corresponding chords of contact of the circles 
with S and K form an involution whose double lines are the 
limiting lines. 

To the line Xce + /? = 0 corresponds the line 

(q\ + r)a - (pX + q)p = 0 
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or, say 
Ma + p = o, 

so that 
M(pX + q) + (gX + r) = 0, 

i.e., 
pXju + g(X + /*) + r = 0, 

a symmetrical lineo-linear relation. The double elements are 
then given by 

(6) p\2 + 2q\ + r = 0, 

the roots of which correspond to the two limiting lines. 
If the roots of the equation (6) are c, d, and the limiting lines 

are y, S, the equation of the system of circles can be written 

(X - c)(X - d)S - {Y(X - d) - J(X - c)}2 = 0. 

Then we find that 
K s S + 4Y«, 

and the equation of the system can be written also 

(X - c)(X - d)K - {y(\ -d) + 5(X - c)}2 = 0, 

which verifies that the two chords of contact of any circle of 
the system with 8 and K are harmonic conjugates with regard 
to y, ô. 

From this symmetrical relationship it follows that if one 
circle has as chords of contact with S and K the lines u and v 
respectively, there is another circle of the system which has 
as chords of contact v and u respectively. 

§ 7. Limiting points. 8 and K have four common tangents. 
Any two of these taken together form a degenerate circle 
having double contact with S and K. But of these pairs 
just one pair have their centers on the given line of centers 
of the system of circles. Hence there are two circles of the 
system which degenerate to a line pair (point circles) and their 
centers form a pair of foci of the conic envelope K. We shall 
call these two points the limiting points of the system. 

§ 8. Associated systems. Let A, B, C be the three centers, 
a, b, c the corresponding axes of the conic K, and let ƒ, f; 
g, g'\ h9 h' be the focal lines through Ay By C respectively; 
F, F'; G, G'; H, K' the foci on a, 6, c respectively. Then 
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there are three systems of circles, one with limiting points 
F, F', and limiting lines ƒ, ƒ', the second with limiting points 
(?, G', etc. 

§ 9. Horocycles. In general the system contains two horo
cycles, corresponding to the two values of X which make the 
line \a + /3 = 0 a tangent to S. These values of X are the 
roots of the quadratic 

X2(2$x)2 + 2\fflU$k) + &h)2 = 0. 

§ 10. Degenerate systems. The discriminant of the conic 
envelope 

K s {pr - q2)8 - (ra2 - 2qafi + p/32) = 0, 
where 

S = (aoboCofogohtyxyz)2, 
and 

a=hx + miy + n\Z, /3 = ^ + ^22/ + n2s, 
is 

(7) (pr - g2)2[A0(pr - g2) - p&\h)2 + 2g(2$1)(J2) 

- r(S^i)2 + (Sjjmin2 - m2ni)2] = 0, 

A0 being the discriminant of 8. 
If pr — q2 = 0, the equation of the conic envelope reduces to 

ra2 - 2qap + p/32 = 0, 

which now represents two coincident lines. As an envelope, 
the conic degenerates ta two points. Put p = k2, q = k, 
r = 1 ; then the equation of the system of circles (3) becomes 

(fcX + 1)2S - (ha + /3)2 = 0, 
i. e., 

\2(k2S - a2) + 2\(kS - a/3) + (S - /32) = 0. 
Now 

k2S - a2 = &2(S - /32) + (fc2/32 - a2), 
and 

IcS- ap^ k(S - /32) + /3(fc/3 - a). 

Hence the three conies k2S - a2 = 0, kS - a/3 = 0, S - /32 = 0 
have two points in common, their common chord being 
a — &/3 = 0. All the circles of the system therefore pass 
through these two fixed points, and this point pair is the 
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degenerate conic envelope K. We have then a coaxal system 
of circles. 

When the other factor of the discriminant (7) vanishes, the 
conic envelope reduces to two distinct lines, and we have a 
homocentric system of circles with two common tangents. 
Multiplying the factor by A0, the condition can be expressed 
in the form 

[Aop - (Z$Zi)*][Aor - mk)2] - [Aoq - (2$*) ] 2 = 0. 

§ 11. The system will be specialized also if the conic 
envelope is a circle. If K is a circle the common chords 
re? — 2qa/3 + p/32 = 0 must either coincide or be tangents 
to the absolute. In the former case, however, K degenerates 
to these two coincident straight lines, or, as an envelope, to a 
point pair. 

The equation of the tangents from the point (ap) to the 
absolute is 

o?(?\hf - 2aj8(25Zi$fc) + i82(S^i)2 = 0. 

Hence the conditions that K should be a circle are 

Then 
pr — (f = Jfc2Ao(£jjraiw2 — ra2fti)

2, 

and the discriminant of K, (7), becomes 

&4A0
2[(SiKn2 - m2ni)2]3 (M0 - l)2. 

In this case therefore K does not in general degenerate further 
unless the point (a(3) lies on the absolute. Hence the conic 
envelope may be a circle, but cannot be a horocycle. 

When K is a circle its axis is the line of centers of the circles 
of the system. The common chords with S and K, being 
harmonic conjugates with regard to the two common tangents 
of S and K, are at right angles. The chords of contact with 
K all pass through (a/3) and are therefore perpendicular to the 
axis of K. Hence all the circles of the system have equal 
radii. The system therefore consists of a system of equal 
circles with collinear centers. The limiting points reduce to 
the two absolute points of K, and the limiting lines to the 
absolute lines of K. 
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§12. Taking two conjugate lines through (a/3) and the 
absolute polar of (a/?) as the triangle of reference, the equation 
of the general quadratic system of circles can be written 

(pX2 + 2q\ + r)(x* + f + s2) - Çkx + yf = 0. 

Let the radius be p, then 

(8) c 2 =cos 2 p = (X* + ^ ,==PX2 + 2gX+r 
W c cos p (fl? + y2 + s2 ) (x2 +1) ^2+1 

Hence there are in general two circles of the system with a given 
radius. 

Let the parameters of the two circles be Xi and X2, which 
are the roots of the equation 

(9) (p - c2)X2 + 2gX + (r - c2) = 0. 

Then 
Xi + X2 = - 2?/(p - c2), 

XiX2 = (r - c2)/(p - c2). 

Eliminating c2, we get 

gXiX2 - i (p - r)Oi + X2) - g = 0. 

Hence the parameters of pairs of equal circles are connected by 
an involutorial homographie relation. 

There are two coincident pairs of equal circles, whose param
eters are the roots of the equation 

<?X2 - (p - r)X - q = 0, 

and it is easily verified that these are the circles of maximum 
or minimum radius. The radii of these two circles are found 
by expressing the condition for equal roots in the equation 
for X, (9) ; we get then the equation 

c4 - (p + r)c2 + (pr - q2) = 0. 

if these two values of the radius are equal, all the radii will be 
equal. The conditions for this are q = 0 and p = r. Equa
tion (8) cannot then be satisfied except for a particular value 
of c. 
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If there are three circles of the system with equal radii, all the 
circles of the system must have equal radii. 

§ 13. Two-parameter system of circles. There is no linear 
two-parameter system of circles. The general quadratic sys
tem can be written in terms of the homogeneous parameters 
X, fi, v 

(10) (aX2 + 6/x2 + cv2 + 2fixv + 2gv\ + 2/*X/x)S 

- (Xa + MiS + vyf = 0, 

where a, /3, y represent three straight lines. 
If the lines a, ft y are concurrent, so that y = la + w/3, 

then, putting X + Iv = X', ju + mv = ju', the equation can be 
reduced to the form 

(a'X'2 H + 2/VV H )S - (Va + M'£)2 = 0. 

This represents a system of circles in which the only restriction 
is that the center lies on a fixed straight line, the polar of (aft). 

If a, 13, y are coincident the circles are concentric with 
center the pole of a. 

Passing to the general case in which a, /?, 7 form a triangle, 
we can transform the equation by a linear transformation so 
that the triangle a, /?, 7 is transformed into a self-conjugate 
triangle of the absolute. Taking this as triangle of reference 
the equation can be written in the form 

(11) P1S- (X* + W + « 0 8 = O, 

where 
S==x2 + y2 + z2, 

and 
Px == aX2 + by2 + cv2 + 2frv + 2gv\ + 2h\fi. 

The center of the circle is therefore (X, ju, v). When X : ju : v 
are given, the circle is fixed, hence, with a given point as center 
there is one and only one circle of the system. 

The line equation of the circle (11) is found to be 

(X2 + M 2 + v2- Pi)(£2+ rj2+ H - (H + M+ H)2 = 0, 

or 
(12) PoS - (x$ + m + vÇ)2 = 0. 
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§ 14. Locus of limiting points and envelope of limiting lines. 
The discriminant of (11) is 

| P i - X 2 - JUX - * X | 

— X/z Pi — ju2 — Pfx = 0 

j — X*> — fxp J°i — ^2 J 
i. e., 

Pi2(Pi - X2 - M2 - v2) = 0 or P3
2P0 = 0. 

If Pi = 0 the circle (11) degenerates to two coincident lines 
\x + jj,y + vz = 0. The line equation of the envelope of these 
limiting lines is therefore 

a? + brj2 + ef2 + 2M + 2gtt + 2ft&? = 0. 

The point equation of the envelope of limiting lines is therefore 

(13) Si' s Ax2 + By2 + Cz2 + 2Fyz + 2Gzx + 2Hxy = 0. 

The locus of the absolute poles of these lines, or centers of the 
circles which degenerate to coincident lines, is the reciprocal 
of Si with regard to S, and its point equation is 

(14) /Si s ax2 + by2 + cz2 + 2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy = 0. 

The circle (12) degenerates to two distinct straight lines, or a 
point circle, if Po = 0. The center being (X, /x, v), the equa
tion of the locus of point circles is therefore 

(15) So s S - S3 = 0. 

The envelope of the axes of the point circles is the reciprocal 
of (15) with regard to S, and its point equation is thus found 
to be 

(16) S0' s S i + Si' + (1 - Sa)S = 0. 

§ 15. Horoeyeles. The circle will be a horocycle if the line 
\x + fiy + vz = 0 is a tangent to S, i. e., if 

X2 + M2 + v2 = 0. 

Hence through any point there pass four horoeyeles of the 
system. 
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§ 16. Consider the circles of the system whose centers lie 
on a given line lx + my + nz = 0. We shall call this a row 
of circles. 

We have 
l\ = mix + nv = 0. 

Eliminating v, we get 

[n2{a\2 + 2h\ix + btf) - 2n(g\ + jf/i)(ZX + mix) 

+ c{l\ + mfx)2]S - [n(Xx + ixy) - (l\ + mM)s]2 = 0. 

This is a one-parameter system of circles 

(17) [(an2-2gnl+cl2)\2+2(hn2-gmn-fnl+clm)\ix 

+ (bn2—2fmn+cm2)n2]S— [(nx— lz)\+ (ny—mz)ixf=0, 

having as envelope the conic 

(18) T= (Al2+Bm2+ Cn2+2Fmn+2Gnl+2Hlm)S 

— Hx2(cm2—2fmn+ bn2)+2Xyz( fl2+ amn— hnl— glm) = 0. 

This is a two-parameter quadratic system of conies. Two of 
the foci of T are limiting points of the system of circles and 
therefore lie on the conic So, and the corresponding directrices 
touch the conic /So'; the two corresponding focal lines are 
limiting lines of the system and therefore touch the conic 
Si, and the corresponding director points lie on the conic Si. 

§ 17. The two lines 

Sx2 (cm2 — 2fmn + bn2) — 22yz(fl2 + qmn — hnl — glm) = 0, 

which pass through the point of intersection of nx — Iz = 0 
and ny — mz = 0, i. e., the point (I, m, n), are in fact the 
tangents from this point to the conic Si, and the equation 
of the conic envelope can be written 

AT ^ (Al2 + • • • + 2Fmn + - • -)(Ai8 - S/) 

- [x(Al +Hm+Gn)+ • • -]2 = 0. 

Hence the conic envelopes T all have double contact with the fixed 
conic AS — Si' = 0. 

If the conic S' coincides with the absolute S, the conies T 
are all circles. In this case all the circles of the system have 
equal radii. 
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We shall consider in the next section what rows of circles 
with equal radii exist in the general system. 

§ 18. Let p be the radius of the circle 

Px(x2 + y2 + z2) - (\x + fxy+ vz)2 = 0. 
Then 

2 (\a + fxy+ vz)2 Pi 
C0S p (x2 + y2 + z2)Çk2 + n2+v2) \2 + IX2+P2' 

If the center (X, /*, v) is given, the radius is in general deter
mined, so that with a given center there is in general just one 
circle of the system, p will, however, be indeterminate if both 

Px = 0 and X2 + ju2 + v2 = 0. 

Hence if the center is at one of the four absolute points on the 
conic S\ or So the radius is indeterminate. 

Consider the locus of centers of circles with a given radius. 
The equation of the locus is 

(ax2+by2+cz2+2fyz+2gzx+2hxy) — (x2+y2-\-z2) cos2 p=0. 

Hence the locus is a conic homothetic with Si and So. 
Putting cos2 p = r, the values of r for which this conic 

breaks up into a pair of straight lines are the roots of the 
equation 

— r h g 

b-r f 

ƒ c — r 

= 0 

This equation has three real roots, hence there are three pairs 
of rows of circles each with equal radii. We shall call the lines 
of centers of these circles the equiradial axes. 

The three pairs of equiradial axes are common chords of S and 
Si, i. e.y the pairs of focal lines of the conic S% (or So)» The axes 
of these rows of circles are concurrent in three pairs of points 
which are the director points of Si (or So), or the foci of Si (or So). 

These results are easily proved also directly by taking as the 
triangle of reference the common self-conjugate triangle of 
S and Si, so that the equation of the system becomes 

(aX2 + bfx2 + cv2)(x2 +y2 + z2) - (Kx + \xy + vz)2 = 0. 
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The three pairs of equiradial axes are then given by 

(a - b)y2 - (c - a)z2 = 0, 

(b - c)z2 - (a - b)x2 = 0, 

(c - a)x2 - (b - C)Î/2 = 0, 

the radii being respectively cos"1 va, cos""1 *>&, cos""1 vc. 
lib — c, the conies Si and So have double contact with S 

and are concentric circles. In this case the last two pairs of 
axes coincide with x = 0, which is the axis of S\ or So, and the 
first pair reduces to y2 + z2 = 0, which consists of the absolute 
tangents of Si or So. 

§ 19. The discriminant of the conic envelope T is 

2 ! % = 0, 
where 

Si s 24P + 222?mn, 

20 s (ZAP + 2XFmn) + (SaZ2 + 22/mn) - 2Z2(2a - 1). 

When 2i = 0, T degenerates to a point pair. Since 2i = 0 
is the line equation of the conic Si, we see that the circles 
whose centers all lie on a tangent to Si form a coaxial system, 
the common radical axis being the absolute polar of the 
point of contact of this tangent. 

When 20 = 0, T degenerates to a line pair. Since 2o = 0 
is the line equation of the conic So, we see that the circles whose 
centers all lie on a tangent to So form a homocentric system, 
the common homothetic center being the point of contact of 
this tangent. 

§ 20. T will degenerate to a point pair for every row of 
circles if 2i vanishes identically, i. e., if Pi is a perfect square. 
Then all the limiting lines pass through one point, and the 
locus of point circles So becomes a circle with this point as 
center. In this case we can prove that every circle of the 
system cuts the circle So orthogonally. 

Let a = p2, b = q2, c = r2, f = qr, g = rp, h = pq, then 

— T = 2#2(rm — qn)2 + TLyz{pn — rl){ql — pm) 

= [2(rm — qn)xf. 

Hence the point pair lies on the line 20m — qn)x = 0 which 
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passes through the fixed point (p, q, r), the center of the circle 
So. 

The polar of (p, q, r) with regard to the circle 

(2pX)2-2z2- (2Xa02= 0 
is 

2p\-2px- 2Xœ = 0. 

Now forming the equation of a pair of common chords of this 
circle and the circle 

S0 s (ZpxY - 2#2, 
we have 

(2pX)2-2*2 - (2X*)2 + [(Spa;)8 - 2z2](2pX)2 

= (2pa02(2pX)2 - (2Xx)2. 

Hence one of the common chords is Xpx • Xp\ — 2X# = 0, 
which is the polar of (p, q, r). Hence the circles cut ortho
gonally. 

§ 21. T will degenerate to a line pair for every row of circles 
of the system if 20 vanishes identically. This is the condition 
that Po should be a perfect square. 

Now every point on a circle is tangentially distant a quadrant 
from its axis, and if two circles are such that the length of one 
of their common tangents is a quadrant, say the circles are 
quadrantal, each of the points of contact of this tangent must 
lie on the axis of the other circle. The same will be true for 
the other common tangent belonging to the same pair. If 
these two tangents intersect in 0, the polar of 0 with regard to 
each circle is the axis of the other circle. 

Since the line equation of the system of circles is 

P02 - (Xf + m + vïY = o, 

the analytical work in deducing the conclusions from the 
conditions that Po should be a perfect square is exactly the 
same as that of the last section. Hence if this condition is 
satisfied, the locus of point circles consists of -two coincident 
straight lines, the envelop of limiting lines is a circle, of which 
the locus of point circles is the axis, and every circle of the system 
is quadrantal with respect to this circle. 
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